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All elite soldiers know that at times our towns and cities can be as dangerous as any wilderness.
That's why they train hard to defend themselves from attack, looking at ways of staying out of
trouble or handling it if it happens. Explore the essential techniques of self-defense needed for
an urban setting. Under elite forces tuition, you can learn how to protect yourself against physical
assault by either one person or several, or even cope with a riot. Blocking, punching, grappling,
and kicking are all covered, but you will also learn how to avoid trouble before it even begins.
The skills covered in the book include: • How to handle an attack from someone with a knife. •
How you can tell when a person will attack. • Ways of restraining someone without damaging
them. • How to generate maximum power from your body. • Ways of training for self-defense
situations. • The most vulnerable areas of the human body.
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CreditsAbout the Author and ConsultantIntroductionElite forces are the tip of Freedom’s spear.
These small, special units are universally the first to engage, whether on reconnaissance
missions into denied territory for larger conventional forces or in direct action, surgical
operations, preemptive strikes, retaliatory action, and hostage rescues. They lead the way in
today’s war on terrorism, the war on drugs, the war on transnational unrest, and in humanitarian
operations as well as nation building. When large-scale warfare erupts, they offer theater
commanders a wide variety of unique, unconventional options.Most such units are regionally
oriented, acclimated to the culture and conversant in the languages of the areas where they
operate. Since they deploy to those areas regularly, often for combined training exercises with
indigenous forces, these elite units also serve as peacetime “global scouts,” and “diplomacy
multipliers,” beacons of hope for the democratic aspirations of oppressed peoples all over the
globe.Elite forces are truly “quiet professionals”: their actions speak louder than words. They are
self-motivated, self-confidant, versatile, seasoned, mature individuals who rely on teamwork
more than daring-do. Unfortunately, theirs is dangerous work. Since the 1980 attempt to rescue
hostages from the U.S. embassy in Tehran, American special operations forces have suffered
casualties in real-world operations at close to fifteen times the rate of U.S. conventional forces.
By the very nature of the challenges that face special operations forces, training for these elite
units has proven even more hazardous.Thus it’s with special pride that I join you in saluting the
brave men who volunteer to serve in and support these magnificent units and who face such



difficult challenges ahead.—Colonel John T. Carney, Jr., USAF–Ret.President, Special
Operations Warrior FoundationCHARTER 1The Challenges of Urban WarfareThe United States
is known for its “BIG” military, meaning that threats to the country are met with big responses, big
machinery, and big battalions. Most enemy countries cannot compete with the size and power of
the U.S. military because they do not have the monetary or technological means. However, they
can bring the battles to areas that remove the U.S. advantage.In certain types of terrain, the only
possible type of combat is small-scale, soldier-to-soldier fighting, which requires very different
skills from large-scale battles. In addition, the terrain itself gives an advantage to the opponents
because it is their local and familiar area. In past wars, complex terrain with which U.S. soldiers
had to contend included jungles and mountains. In today’s wars, cities often provide the perfect
location for enemies to gain an upper hand over U.S. troops.
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